“Updates to and Impacts from EPA Changes on New York State Air Regulations and Permitting”

BY MICHAEL CRONIN – NSYDEC

The presentation will provide an overview of ongoing and planned revisions to NYSDEC air pollution control regulations, EPA policies and oversight approach impacting NYSDEC permitting, and how short term ambient standards now play into air permitting. Topics to be discussed include:

1. Overall regulation update. Rule by rule brief note on what is being worked on or not being worked on.
2. The Once in, Always in "policy." Since EPA has backed off on this, what is DEC's approach to this and any other "policies."
3. EPA Region II oversight of DEC permitting. Has their approach (which has bordered on harassment at times) changed in any way, or is it just new ways to annoy DEC?
4. How short term ambient standards has played into the permitting realm. This was a big factor in the Greenidge and Corning permit negotiations. A brief summary of what kinds of limits/conditions that would be helpful to a permittee.
5. Additional emerging air issues in New York State.

Wednesday, May 8th, noon @ Shaker Ridge Country Club, 802 Albany Shaker Rd, Loudonville

RSVP through May 6th by registering on-line at http://awmaneny.org/ (preferred method) or by emailing Mona Larkin, AWMA Secretary, awmaneny@gmail.com

Students $10, Members $20, Guests $25,
Annual (calendar) dues: Individual $25 or Corporation $150 (Corporate representatives pay Member fees)

PDH CREDIT PENDING